Persona IQ Case Study

HealthPort Streamlines its Cognos Authentication
Transition and Improves BI Processes with Persona IQ
The Challenge
Since 2006, HealthPort has made heavy use of IBM Cognos to provide actionable insight into the
operational and strategic decisions at all levels of the company.

Industry
Healthcare Information Services

As a company at the forefront of HIPPA compliance, security is always a key concern.
“One of our recent initiatives has been to consolidate the authentication of multiple existing
applications against a common, tightly controlled Active Directory infrastructure,” said Lisa Kelley,
Director of Financial Reporting. “This presented significant challenges for our Cognos
applications, which have historically authenticated against a separate Access Manager instance.”
Like many IBM Cognos customers, HealthPort discovered that migrating their Cognos
applications from one authentication source to another was going to create a sizable amount of
work for their BI and testing teams.
“Since migrating a Cognos instance from one authentication source to another causes the
CAMIDs of users, groups and roles to change, it can impact everything from security policies and
group memberships to scheduled deliveries and data level security,” said Lance Hankins, CTO of
Motio. “In the case of HealthPort, we’re talking about an organization which has invested a
considerable amount of time and energy in carefully configuring and verifying the security
policies which govern each BI application and the data which it exposes.”
“If we had attempted this transition manually, there would have been a huge amount of work
involved,” said Lovemore Nyazema, BI Architect Lead. “Manually finding and updating all of the
appropriate user, group and role references and then re-verifying access and data level security
would’ve been a far more expensive and error-prone process.”
Another key challenge for HealthPort involved periodic verification of security policies and
row-level security during and after each new release of BI content. “We always want to ensure that
our BI content is secured properly. Each time we do a new release, we need to verify that the
appropriate security policies are still in place,” said Nyazema. Attempting to verify the correct level
of data access for various classes of users is very challenging in a tightly controlled Active
Directory environment.

The Solution
After carefully researching their options, HealthPort chose Persona IQ as the solution for their
migration from Access Manager to Active Directory. The unique and patent-pending ability of
Persona IQ to migrate Cognos environments between authentication sources without affecting
the CAMIDs of users, groups and roles ensured that all of HealthPort’s Cognos content, schedules
and security configuration continued to function exactly as it had before.

About HealthPort
HealthPort is the authority on the
compliant exchange of protected
health information through release
of information services and
comprehensive audit management
technology. Over 13,000 hospitals,
health systems, physician practices,
and clinics nationwide utilize
HealthPort’s proven health
information solutions to mitigate
breach risk, improve financial
performance, and increase
requester satisfaction.

“Persona IQ is a much more
secure solution. From a
security and HIPPA point of
view, we get a controlled
viewport in the Cognos
environment that allows us
to see the problems our
end-users are reporting
without having to have
access to those users’ Active
Directory credentials.”
− Lovemore Nyazema
BI Architect Lead
HealthPort
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“Finding a solution which minimized risk and guaranteed that our existing security
policies remained intact was very important to us,” said Kelley. “We were very impressed
with the smoothness of the transition.”
Post-migration, HealthPort also began utilizing several Persona IQ features designed to
assist BI administrators in better supporting their end user communities. The audited
impersonation feature of Persona IQ empowered HealthPort administrators to better
troubleshoot user-reported issues. By leveraging audited impersonation, an authorized
administrator can create a secure viewport into a managed Cognos environment as a
different user.
“Impersonation was a must-have feature. We don’t know what we would do without it.
It would be painful to do desktop support when one of our users reports a problem. This
capability has empowered us to view exactly what our end-users are seeing at their
security level, yet in a very controlled and secure way,” said Kelley.
Impersonation offers the support team a more proactive approach to immediately
investigate and troubleshoot incoming support requests. “Persona is a much more
secure solution. From a security and HIPPA point of view, we get a controlled viewport
in the Cognos environment that allows us to see the problems our end-users are
reporting without having to have access to those users’ Active Directory credentials,”
said Nyazema.
HealthPort also benefitted from the ability of Persona IQ to blend centrally controlled
principals from Active Directory with departmentally controlled principals defined only
in the BI realm. “Persona IQ gives us the independence to do what we need to do as a BI
team while still adhering to our corporate authentication standards. We don’t have to
make requests to another department to create and manage roles and groups which
are very specific to the BI applications,” said Nyazema.
Finally, end user satisfaction has improved since the transition. Users are grateful for the
improved support processes as well as the transparent single sign-on capability
between Cognos and Active Directory. “The user community appreciates SSO as well as
not having to manage yet another password,” said Kelley.

The Results
HealthPort's migration of their Cognos applications from Series 7 Access Manager to
Active Directory was a seamless transition that required minimal downtime and zero
updates to existing Cognos content or models. Persona IQ has also allowed HealthPort
to streamline several work processes, resulting in significant time and cost savings. “We
were very impressed with how smooth the transition was from Access Manager to
Active Directory. It was a pleasant experience all the way around. The Motio software
did exactly what it was supposed to do,” concluded Kelley.

Key Benefits
Transitioned Cognos authentication
from Access Manager to Active
Directory with minimal risk /
downtime
Dramatically improved
troubleshooting and support
processes
Increased flexibility for BI team
while still adhering to corporate
authentication standards
Reduced the time & costs
associated with end user support
Maintained compliancy with HIPPA
standards and regulations

